Shredder made available for golf course use

Historically a manufacturer of large high way portable screening/shredding plants, The Screen Machine introduces the Might. This down-sized machine is affordable to the smallest of producers.

The Might has a 1-yard hopper with an 18-inch wide belt feeding material into a hammermill shredder and trommel screen. The 20hp diesel plant is fully operational for one person. The Might is easy to haul with a half-ton pickup truck. All movements are hydraulic allowing set up in minutes. The controls are readily accessible from one main control panel.

The shredder mill is uniquely designed with free swinging blades creating a premium pulverized product. For more information telephone 800-837-3344.

Washer improves range maintenance

SGD introduces the new "Range Boss" ball washer, "The XL-21" for faster and improved golf range maintenance of golf balls.

The XL-21 is designed for the 21st century with unique features such as stainless steel construction for lifetime durability and superior looking. Easy out nylon brush for removal of broken balls and/or stones along with snap in and snap out washer belting provides for gentle, yet through cleaning of golf balls. The unique "Ball Jogger" gives "No Jam Ball Feeding." This eliminates the need for a maintenance person to stay near the machine therefore, saves up to $70.00 per week in labor.

This new ball washer also features easy service to the washing cylinder simply by lifting polymer hood. A large 2" drain provides for fast elimination of dirty water and mud. This new ball washer also has a GFI plug to insure electrical safety.

The new, XL-21 Ball Washer is designed to hold up to 1,000 balls in the hopper for the high-volume golf ranges.

For more information, contact Don Nelson at 800-321-3411.

Foley rolls out new grinders

Foley-United introduces the Accu-Pro series of grinders for the sharpening of reel-type mowing units. The Accu-Pro Spin/Relief grinder and Accu-Pro Bedknife Grinder have been designed to address the challenges of sharpening reel-cutting units. The machines are capable of returning reels to original manufacturer's configuration or performing the maintenance to any other level that is appropriate for the application.

The Accu-Pro Spin/Relief Grinder is a table-top style spin grinder with standard capability to relief grind with automatic blade advancement, standard reel lifting hoist, operator guarding to meet all safety requirements, fast and accurate setup of all reels by the use of a digital alignment gauge, and a tooling system that requires no tools to adjust and provides a method to record any setup for future use. This machine is capable of returning the reel to its original new specifications or any variation that the application requires as defined by the user. This machine is easy to use and provides the operator the ability to use various grinding techniques.

The ACCU-Pro Bedknife Grinder is unique in that the bedknife is held in the machine with electromagnets providing extremely fast and easy setup. Grind angles are easily set without individual setup calibration. A diamond dresser is standard. Operator protection is accomplished through an interlocked clear machine guard that stops the grinding motor when opened.

For more information, call toll free 1-800-225-9810.

Pendimethalin makes turf Maintenance

contact with the germinating weed seed, it disrupts the seed's biochemical processes, which makes the weed seed stop growing—and start dying—before emerging.

What's more, Pendimethalin works hard—and long. Through the entire season. That's because its low volatility and slow decomposition characteristics keep it active in the soil longer.

Pendimethalin also makes your life easier. You have the flexibility to spread it on as a dry granule, alone, or in combination with fertilizer products. Or you can use the sprayable formulations, available as a 3.3 EC, 60 WDG and 60WP.

No wonder professional turf managers have made Pendimethalin the #1 preemergent herbicide.

So take control of your turf—and your reputation. Use Pendimethalin herbicide to control crabgrass and more. Because the only thing you should see growing like a weed on your golf course is beautiful grass. Call now for more information or for the distributor nearest you.
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